
EURE2 A4,2023

#↑IFundamental Concepts in Quantum Information

Lecture Understandingand Measuringone qubit

·Qubits and QM Law 1 (Superposition) · UncertaintyPrinciple

· Measurements and QMLaw 2 (Born's
Rule) · Global vs Relative Phase

Istandard
& in a different basis

QM Law 1

RECALL it quantum state in seposition of two basic states
"107"and "11)"

-

↓I 11

a amplitude on107, B amplitude on117

Where A, B are complexnumbers satisfying191+ 1B=1
(i) = e2

E.g.a photonmayhave the state "amplitude on 107, I amplitude on127
"

OR

11Is this a quantum a amplitude on107, O amplitude on 127
"

State?

OR

"Antudeplitudeon127
"

called "10)"

reverse "113"

You cannot read a quantum state, i.e., access a, B directly
Only way to extract information is via measurement

Whathappens if a photon in a superpositionstate goes into the measuringdevice?

·-
photon

a ampl."10)
"

Bampl."12)
"



This scenario is described bythe second law of quantummechanics

Case Foraparticlewith amplitude
on107. Pamplitude ont

/prob 11readout shows "10>"ANDState becomes "1 amplitude on107
/I

w/prob IBP readout shows "11)" state becomes "I amplitude on 117
11

-

whatever outcome

was observed

Eg.photon instate"amplitude on 107. amplitude on117
"

w.p. 0.64, readout shows 10)

~.p. 0.36 readout shows 117

suppose we get
ample

Endors
not

we. Ireadout "so)"⑧- ->

photon

* I ~.p. I readout")"

amplitude on10L

amplitude on113

ample (Filter)

phon =wazs)/-up. 1no proton
COMES Out

amplitude on107 Measure - or

Let a photons pass

Eamplitude on117 Block Iphotons

To describe Born's rule more generally, we first take a detour andintroduce

quantum notation

Realt a qubit in state "&ampl. on "107", Bamp). On "12)"
"

can be described as a column vector

(B) => c s.t. kc+IBP=1

Itis also asector



If we onlyuse real amplitudes aB

(1) "o"=1ampl. on "10" =(6)
length of (a,B)

N

0 ampl. on "12)"

B1
-14)

I=N=1
=-3 107

"11" = reverse =(i)A

(10), 11) 3 forms an orthonormal basis for 2

Any qubit can be written as a 10L+B11) where (a12+1B=1

Let ·(8) +B(z) =(5) ="4"=unitvector

How can we describe a, B in terms of43?

a
="Projection of"us"on107" ="*" "107"7 Sinceso

B="Projection of"s"on117"=<"4". "127"7

If v,vE1R" then

(v) =Inner product ofand v = divi =(4 ..n)(!)=

Hull =length ofu =xx) =12 =>if"4" =(B)
1141) =6B2

What happens withcomplex vectors 4, UER" ?

sch =4ir:=(...)(??)
=

tdagger or conjugatetranspose of L
i=1

Hull =

length
=x,x) ==li

So, if ""=(B) =42, then 11411=PF

Also, E 10), 1173 is an orthonormal basis for a

so.c=(Y: "lo") andB =<"\"."12)"7



↳isBracket dation

⑳ 14) =column vector 2.g
10) =(8) and(2) =(8)

1.) is called a ket

· (Y)=conjugate transpose of4
=(*.... il
-

4 row vector

<. 1 is calleda bra

· Inner Product of147,167

=

(...)(i)
=x416 =(416)

Given a qubit 14) andouthonormal basis [10), 113

(1)() 11714= e
scalar

can do the same for any basis [Ibo), (b.)3

14) =(bolK 1b0b +<b,143) 1b,

!
->

example () +
145

1+7

IT

= "It)" 1450
=>lob

I-

() - -

1)
="-"

10) = 1 Ith Ez 1 - 7
52--

11) =11+) - 11 -7
52 E-

Exercise How do you express (4) in terms ofket notation?-

NEXT LECTURE:Born's rule for measurement in a different basis & more....
e


